
 

Start Selling to Startups TODAY - with a ‘Done-for-You’ list of 4000 

B2b Tech Companies 

With TechList, you get: 

● Growing startups looking to spend money on services like yours 

● Contact details for 4000 funded tech companies: CEO Name, email, phone number, 

general email 

...so you can stop wasting time with research, and start closing deals. 

 

List Building Takes Forever 

Struggling to scrape together high-quality prospects for your marketing campaigns? 

61% of B2b marketers say lead-gen is their biggest challenge. 

Finding your ideal prospects’ details is hassle. Digging up emails, twitter, phone numbers.. 

can take hours. And it’s dull. 

You don’t have time to waste - you need to start reaching out to clients today… getting into 

conversations, closing deals. 

 

DIY Prospecting looks like this: 

● Messing around with freelancers, and clunky prospecting tools that only half work 

● Paying a ripoff market research firm thousands of dollars 

● Shady web-scraping techniques 

In short -- hours of frustration, for mediocre results. 

 

Skip all of the hassle with Techlist.  

Say goodbye to hundreds of hours prospecting…  and start contacting your ideal B2B tech 

clients today. 

With Techlist, you can: 

● Start closing deals TODAY. Reach out to your ideal clients, and strike up sales 

conversations. 



● Get your offer in front b2b tech companies who are actively looking for your 

services. 

● Easily contact hundreds of companies per week.  Plug Techlist straight into your 

favourite email client, and launch an outbound marketing campaign.  

Within days - sometimes hours - you’ll have replies from your ideal prospects, who have 

money to spend, and need your help. 

 

What You Get 

You’ll get a done-for-you list of 4000 b2b tech companies. They’re all funded tech firms - so 

they’re growing quickly, and spending money on services like yours. 

Techlist includes: 

● CEO name and email 

● Company name 

● General contact email 

● Phone number 

● Twitter handle 

You get an instantly contactable list of prospects… so you can start emailing or calling right 

away. 

And get into sales conversations, close deals, and gain new customers.  

 

[BUTTON]Get TechList Now[/BUTTON] 

 

How to Close Deals with TechList 

● Plug it straight into your favorite email prospecting app to send out your offer at 

scale  

● Reach out via email, and follow up until you get a response 

● Have a VA or intern work through the list manually. Send personalized email, and 

follow up with warm phone calls. 

Cold Email Gets You Clients 

According to MarketingSherpa, email marketing has a 2X higher ROI than cold calling, or 

networking.  

It’s cheaper than paid advertising, and much quicker than SEO.  



 

What the world is saying about Cold Email: 
 

“Cold e-mailing is the most effective and untapped form of networking, not to mention the 

cheapest one” 

-Forbes 

 

“We’ve formed valuable mentor relationships via cold email. Cold emails are often our only 

avenue for reaching important sources; in our businesses, cold emails are frequently how we 

make sales and drive growth.” 

-Fast Company 

Salesforce: 

“Many sales representatives choose either cold calling or cold emailing as their preferred 

means to start the sales process.” 

-SalesForce 

 

...But Cold email won’t work this well forever 

Marketers and agencies are starting to catch on.  

Prospects are still hugely receptive to cold-email outreach, but it won’t stay this way.  

Get your offer in their inbox, before your competitors do. Launch your Campaign Now 

with Techlist  

 

Only 80 Copies Will be Sold - Ever 

To preserve the quality of the list, only 80 copies will be sold. This ensures that companies 

on the list don’t get saturated with offers. 

As of September 2016, we still have some availability… but at current rates, TechList will be 

sold out in a couple of weeks. 

We will launch other lists in different niches in future. 

 

Who Uses TechList? 

Agencies, startups and consultants are using Techlist already. Most of our customers prefer 

to stay “under the radar”... but here’s a sample of the feedback we receive: 

http://fourhourworkweek.com/2007/12/10/how-to-get-george-bush-or-the-ceo-of-google-on-the-phone/


[PIC OF WARM REPLIES IN INBOX] 

 

Satisfaction Guaranteed 

With TechList you get a 30 day money-back guarantee - money back, no questions asked if 

you’re not completely happy with it.  

● Regularly updated list 

● Instant download in .xls format 

● Want to see a sample?  Email me from your business address, and I’ll show you. 

Busy marketers and founders don’t have time for endless prospecting for leads. 

 

Download TechList now, and strike up sales conversations with your ideal 

clients today. 

[BUTTON]Download TechList Now[/BUTTON] 

 

FAQ 

Does cold email really land clients? 

As of 2016 - YES. When your offer is aligned to the prospects needs and desires, cold email 

gives a HUGE ROI.  We’ve used this list for our own agency outreach, and we had more sales 

conversations than we could handle. We actually had to throttle our email volume until we 

expanded our team. 

Who are you guys?  

Techlist was launched by myself, James Henderson. I’m a marketer and graphic designer. 

I’ve landed dozens of clients via cold email for my own content marketing agency - but I 

know the pain of finding reliable details for quality companies! So I launched TechList to 

solve that problem. 

How did you generate this list? 

Techlist was produced via thorough manual research. It was not quick.  

Isn’t cold email spam?  

Not when done right.  Here’s how that works: use a personalized campaign - address 

prospects by name. Follow up, but stop when they decline.  Include your signature and 

picture.  And always include an “If it’s not a fit, just let me know” at the end. 



Is TechList for me?  Techlist is for you if you offer a service or product that modern, growing 

b2b tech companies would want. If you’re an agency, SaaS, consultant or freelancer, you can 

use this list to quickly start reaching out with your offer. 

[BUTTON]Download TechList Now[/BUTTON] 

 


